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Introduction. Let R, Y be the space of reals and a Banach
space respectively. The norm of elements in these spaces will be
denoted

A nonempty family of sets V of an abstract space X will be
called a pre-ring if for any two sets A, A. e V we have A D A. e V,
and there exist disjoint sets B,..., B e V such that A\A-B

uB.
A non-negative finite-valued function v on the pre-ring V will

be called a volume if for every countable family of disjoint sets
A, e V(t e T) such that A= U A, e V we have v(A)-- v(A,).

T T

In [1 has been presented a direct construction of the space
L(v, Y) of Lebesgue-Bochner summable functions and has been

developed the theory of an integral of the form l u(f, dff). In the

case when the bilinear form is given by u(y, z)--zy for y e Y, z e R
and ff--v the above integral coincides with the classical Lebesgue-
Bochner integral Ifdr.

All basic theorems concerning the algebraical and topological
structures of the space L(v, Y)have been proven without developing
the theory of measure or the theory of measurable functions.

Basing the theory of integration on set functions defined on
pre-rings it was possible in [2, [3 to develop the theory of multi-
linear vectorial integration and define integral representations of
multilinear continuous operators on the space of Lebesgue-Bochner
summable functions. It also permitted us to give new constructions
of Fubini’s theorem and to find its farther generalizations [4.

The theory of Lebesgue-Bochner measurable functions corre-
sponding to the approach developed in [1 has been presented in [5.
The theory of measure has been obtained as a by-product of the
theory of integration.

These results permitted us to simplify the theory of integration
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on locally compact spaces
It was also shown in 7] that integration generated by positive

functionals can be easily obtained from integration generated by
volumes.

In this paper will be studied the operation of completion of a
volume v to a volume v. The last volume is defined on the family
Vo of all v-summable sets.

It will be also shown that any volume v on a pre-ring V has a
unique extension to a volume on any pre-ring W such that VW V.
These results play an important role in characterizing volumes gener-
ating the same Lebesgue-Bochner integration [8 as also in the theory
of extensions of vector valued set functions to measures 9.

1. The operation of completion of a volume. A volume
v on a pre-ring V of X is called complete if the following three
conditions are satisfied:

1. If he family V forms a ring $hat is in addition to the
axioms of a pre-ring i$ satisfies the condition AUB V for any
two sets A, B e V,

2. For any increasing sequence of sets A, V such that the
sequence v(A) is bounded we have A--A V,

3. If for some set ABe V and v(B)--O then Ae V.
Let v be a volume and L(v, R) the space of Lebesgue summable

functions. Denote by V, the family of all sets AX such that
L(v, R). Define a new function v by means of the formula

vo(A)- Idv for A e Vo.
A set AX is called a v-null-set if for every e>0 there exists

a countable family of sets Ate V(te T) such that A[J At and
T, v(At)e. Denote the family of all v-null-sets by N,.

T

Theorem 1. For every volume v the corresponding set function
v represents a complete volume being an extension of the volume v.

Proof. The function vo is an extension of the function v
according to Theorem 1-(5) of [1.

According to Theorem 4-(c) of
L(v, R), where

h(x)=sup{f(x), g(x)} for x e X.
Now if A, Be Vo then

= L(v, R)
and therefore A B e V. Similarly

Xa= -{(-:) @ (-)} e L(v, R)
and therefore A B e L(v, R).

From the identity
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and from linearity of the spaces L(v, R) we get A/Be V,. This
proves that Vo is a ring.

Now take any increasing sequence of sets A, e Vo such that the
sequence

v(A): I.dv
is bounded. Since the sequence of functions Z is monotone with
respect to relation less or equal almost everywhere therefore according
to Theorem 4-(d) of 1 we have that there exists a function
g e L(v, R) such that ,g a.e. Put A- A. Notice that.
Thus we have g=Za a.e. According to Theorem 1-(4) of 1 we get

e L(v, R) that is A e V.
Now assume that AcBe V and v(B)=O. From Theorem 3 of

1 we have

and therefore from Theorem 1-(2) of 1 there exists a null-set C
such that (x)=0 if x e C. This implies BC and AC. That is
we have Z=0 a.e. Since O-function is summable and according to
Theorem 1-(4) of 1 a function equal almost everywhere to a
summable function is summable we get Z e L(v, R). That is A e V.

From the identity
v(A)=l[ for Ae V

we see that the function v is non-negative.
To prove that the above function is a volume take any sequence

of disjoint sets A e V and let A= A e V. Put B-A U A.
Since the sequence . is convergent everywhere to the function Z
and is dominated by the function therefore we have

This implies
v(A)+ +v(A)+ v(A).

Thus we have proven that the function v is a complete volume.
Lemma 1. Let v be a volume on V. If v is complete and

A e V (n=1,2,...) then A= A e V.
Proof. Put B=A...A and notice that A=B. The

sequence B is increasing therefore the sequence C=BB V is
decreasing. Since CB therefore from monotonicity of a volume
we get v(C)gv(B) for n= 1, 2, .... From the definition of a complete
volume we get C=UCe V. Thus BC=B=Ae V.

Lemma 2. Let v be a volume on V. If v is complete and
A N hen A V and v(A)=O.
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Proof. It follows from the definition of the family N that for
every positive integer n there exists a sequence of sets B e V such
that

A U B and , v(B)<2-.
Reorder the double sequence of sets {B} into a single sequence {A}.
We have

A (_J> A and , v(A)< 1.
Notice that

B=U>Ae V and B=Be V
and therefore from monotonicity and sub-additivity of a volume we
get

v(B) <_ v(B,)<_,> v(A) for n= 1, 2, ....
Thus we have v(B)-0. Since the volume v is complete we conclude
AeV.

Denote by S (family of simple sets) the family of all .sets AX
such that Za e S(V, R). It is easy to see that this family consists
of all sets of the form A=A ... LJ A where A. e V are disjoint
sets.

Denote by S, the family of all sets of the form A-- ,A where
A e S. Notice that S, Vo.

Denote by V, the family of all sets of the form A-- LJ A where
A e S, is a sequence of sets such that the sequence of numbers
vo(A) is bounded. We have V V.

For any two sets A, BX define the symmetric difference
operation by means of the formula A+B=(A/B)U(B/A). Any ring

of sets with the symmetric difference operation forms a group.
Theorem 2. Let v be a volume on a pre-ring V. A set A

belongs to the domain Vo of v if and only if there exist sets B N
and C e V such that A=B/ C.

Proof. Since V Vo and N, Vo and the family Vo is a ring
therefore we have A=B+C e Vo for any B e N, C e V,.

Conversely, take any set A e Vo. Since Z e L(v, R) therefore it
follows from the definition of the space of summable functions that
there exist a sequence of simple functions s. e S(V, R) and a null-set
De N such that s(x)-Z(x) if x D. One may assume that the
above sequence consists of non-negative functions, otherwise we
would replace it by s(x)0.

Put f(x)= inf {s(x): m >__n}. From the Monotone Convergence
Theorem or from Theorem 4-(e) of [_1 we get f, e L(v, R).

Notice that the sequence of values f,(x) increasingly converges
to the value Z(x) if x e D.

Put C= [J {x e X: f(x) > 0}. We see that B=A+CD thus
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Be N,.
Notice that C-- UC where C-ie X:f()>__(n, 1o-1,2,

..). We have also C,- A, where A,- X:()>__-
Since A S therefore C, e S.

Notice the inclusion C,D @ A. Reorder the double sequence
{C,,} into a single sequence {D}. Put C,-D ... D, S. Thus
the sequence C of sets is increasing and CDU A. herefore
o(C,)<vo(A) for =1, 2, .... Thus we get C= @ C V.

Now since B=A+C we get A-A+O-A+(C C)-(A" C) C=
B+C.

Theorem 3. Le v be a volume on V. Then v=vc if and
only if v is complete.

Proof. If v=v then according to Theorem i the volume v is
complete.

Conversely let v be a complete volume. Since vvo therefore
to prove that both the volumes coincide it is enough to show that
A e Vo implies A e V.

Let A=B+C where Be V and CeN,. From Lemmas 1 and2
we get Be Vand Ce V. Since Vis a ring thereforeAe V. Thus
we have proven v=v.
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